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In this paper V will be a nondefective quadratic space over a field

of characteristic 2, O(V) will be the orthogonal group of V, 0+(V)

will be the group of rotations, tl(V) will be the commutator subgroup

of 0(V) and O'(V) will be the spinorial kernel (considered as a sub-

group of 0+). We will show that 0' —Qii Fis a local field. This result

is known if V is isotropic and may be found in [3].

We assume as familiar the theory of quadratic forms over fields

of characteristic 2 as treated in [l] and [3]. In §1 we state some

basic results about the general theory and the local theory.

The word "field" will mean "field of characteristic 2." When pos-

sible we use the notation and terminology of [S]. The matrix nota-

tion of [7] will also be employed.

1. Preliminaries. Let x he an anisotropic vector in V. The orthog-

onal transvection with respect to the anisotropic line Fx will be

denoted by tx. Dieudonné has shown in [4] that each o in 0(V) may

be expressed as <t=t», • • ■ rXr where r^.d\mV = n and V is not a

quaternary hyperbolic space over F2. In §1 we assume that F¿¿F2 in

order to avoid this exceptional case. In §2 the case F = F2 is precluded

by the assumption that F is a local field.

The method of proof used to establish 43.6 in [S] may be employed

to show that 0 is generated by elements of the type txtvtxtv. Thus

QÇO+ and ÜQO'.
The group 0+ may be characterized as the set of all elements of 0

which have an expression as a product of exactly n orthogonal trans-

vections. Replacing the role of the discriminant by the Dickson in-

variant in the proof of 43.3b in [5] will establish that each a in 0+

has an expression as a product of n orthogonal transvections where

the first (or last) is chosen arbitrarily. In particular, any a in 0' or

fí has such an expression.

Proposition 1. Let V be a nondefective quadratic space of dimension

n over the field F.

(i) Ifn = 2thenO'(V)=Q(V).
(ii) If U is a nondefective subspace of V, the groups O'(U) and il(U)
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may be considered in a natural way as subgroups of 0'(V) and Q(V)

respectively.

(iii) If {«i, • • • ,ur} and {Vi, ■ • ■ , vr} are sets of anisotropic vectors

in Vand {Q(ui), ■ • • , Q(uT)} is a permutation of \Q(vi), ■ ■ • , Q(vr)}

thenrni-  ■ -TVrQrvl-  ■ ■ T„r it.

(iv) Let <tQO'(V) and assume that a= II¿=i Tx¡. If F contains a

nondefectivesubspace UwithU(U)=0'(U) and Q(x{)QQ(U), 1 á*á2r,

theno-QQ(V).

Proof. The proofs of these statements are the same as those used

in [5] to prove the analogous results in the characteristic not 2 theory.

Now let F be a local field, o the integers of F, u the units of o, p

the maximal ideal of o, ir a fixed prime element and F the residue

class field of F. Since F is a finite field, the set {a2+a\aQF} =8>(F)

is a subgroup of index 2 in the additive group of F. We let 0 and p

be representatives of F/$(F).

Proposition 2. Let V be a nondefective quadratic space over a local

held F.

(i)If

v = ( )
\a   a'1/)/

then Q(V)=auF2.

(ii) If V is quaternary anisotropic then

r«(,1 W   '   )
M       p/ \w      IT   1p/

(iii) V is universal if dim F^4 and isotropic if dim F= 6.

(iv) If V is quaternary and P is binary with APr^AF then P+-V.

In particular if P and V are anisotropic then P->- V.

Proof. See [6].

2. The main result.

Lemma 1. Let F be a local field. Let t be a fixed nonsquare unit. Then

there exists a nondefective binary, anisotropic space over F which repre-

sents l,ir,irt and t.

Proof.1 The quadratic abelian extensions of F are characterized

by the property that they are splitting fields of irreducible poly-

nomials of the type X2+X+d, dQF. Let E he such an extension.

1 The referee has provided an excellent modification of my original proof. I wish to

acknowledge his suggestion and to thank him for it.
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Then E = F(8) where 82+8+d = 0. Consider the nondefective binary

space over F given by the matrix

Clearly, P is anisotropic and Q(P) = NB\f(E). Thus we are done if

we produce a quadratic abelian extension E over F whose norm

groupNE\F(E) contains the desired elements. By the existence theo-

rem of local class field theory, see [2], it is enough to produce an

open subgroup of index 2 in F which contains the elements 1, it, e and

we. This we now do.

Letu(n)= {É£u|e=l mod wn}. Thus u(0) = u and u(0Ou(1)D ■ • ••

Now a/u(,)sP and u(i)/"(i+1)=^+ for «£1. Thus u/u(4) has

order (q — l)q3 where q is the cardinality of F. Splitting u/u(i) into

its unique ¿-primary components, we may write u/uli) =A(&B

where the order of A = q — 1 and the order of B — q*. Since g is a power

of 2, the order of ii is a power of 2 and at least 8. Since u(1)/u(4) is

a subgroup of u/u{i) of order qz, B = u(1)/u(4>. Since X4£u(4) for any

X£u(1), B is not cyclic. Thus any element of B is contained in a

subgroup C of index 2 in B.

Let « be the nonsquare unit under consideration. The image of €

under the isomorphism from u/u(t> to A ®B is contained in a sub-

group A®C where C is of the type described above. Clearly A®C

has index 2 in A ®B. Thus € is contained in a subgroup G of u of

index 2 with G~Duw. But then G is open in u and, since u is open

in F, G is open in F. Denoting by (ir) the cyclic subgroup of F

generated by ir, we see that G(ir) = \Jnez Gir" is also open in F and

(F:G(ir)) = (u(7r):G(ir})=2. Thus G(ir) is an open subgroup of F of

index 2 that contains 1, it, e and ire. Q.E.D.

Theorem. // V is a nondefective quadratic space over the local field

FthenO'(V)=ü(V).

Proof. In light of l(i), 2(iii) and the results of [3] we may assume

that V is quaternary anisotropic. Hence V — Px -LP2 where

p'-d\) snd P*=C U)

Let oEO'(V). The universality of V and the results of §1 allow

us to assume that o- = tXítXítx,tXí where Q(xi) = 1. Since Tx—rax, aEF,

we may assume that Q(xí)=it or wti, e,£u, 1^¿^4. Since

Ili-iQfaOG-F2 we have two cases to consider:
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(a) Q(Xi)Qu, l^i^A.
In this case Q(x,)QQ(Pi) by Proposition 2(i). Now we apply l(iv)

and l(i).

(b) Exactly two of the Q(x,), 1 ̂ i^A, are of the form Ç(x.) =wti,

tiQu. We may assume that Q(x2) =e2, Q(xt) =ire3 and Q(xt) =irtt by

Proposition l(iii).

Since V is universal we may select y\ and y2 in V with Q(yi) =ir

and Q(y2)=Trti. Let S=tVit!/2tI3tj;i. Clearly 2QO'(V). Moreover, by

applying 2(i), l(i) and l(iv) to P2 we see that ZQQ(V). If o-2QSl(V)
we will be done. By applying 1 (iii) we see that <rS QÇl( V) if tXítX2tVitVí

QÜ(V). If t2Qu2 then tX]tX2 and tVitVs are in O'(V). By applying l(iv)

to the spaces Pi and P2 respectively, we see that rXirX2 and Tujy2 are

in fl(F). Hence tx1tz1tv1tVíQÍI(V). Thus we may assume that t2Qu2.

By the above lemma there is a nondefective, binary, anisotropic space

P which represents 1, it, irt2 and «2. We have P->-V by 2(iv). Thus V

contains a nondefective binary space B which represents 1, it, 7re2

and ti. Applying l(iv) and l(i) to B yields the desired result. Q.E.D.
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